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15 QUESTIONS
1. The mission of the JASG is to promote ___ between Japan & the people of GA.
2. JASG offers programs in the areas of business, culture, education, public affairs, and ____ _____. 
3. In what year was the JASG established?
4. In 1976, the former GA Governor George Busbee, created the Southeast U.S.–Japan
    Association (abbreviated as ____-Japan) to promote trade, investment, understanding and
    friendship between Japan and the southeastern United States. 
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STUDENT SUCCESS SUMMIT - ACTIVITY 1
Begin creating a Website Scavenger Hunt for your course 

1. Choose a website that is an integral site for your course.
2. Make a list of 5 or more essential facts that you want your students to search for.

3. Go to puzzel.org; 
click on Dashboard tab; 
select Scavenger Hunt 
under “Create New 
Puzzle”. Click START.

4. Add a TITLE     . Pose your first question in the DESCRIPTION      . Include the URL.     
Type the answer to the question/challenge next to CODE TO UNLOCK NEXT CHALLENGE.

5. You will see 
everything you 
input populate 
on the right side 
of the screen. 
Be sure to click 
SAVE CHANGES
below it. 

6. Click ADD CHALLENGE      to input next 
question, and continue with remaining 
questions.
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7. Continue inputting all questions.
    Play the puzzle and edit as needed. 

8. When complete, click the SETTINGS
    tab to add the NAME of the puzzle.

9. Click the Publish tab to generate a QR code or 
    link to the puzzle.

10. Puzzle is ready to share with students!
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Cultural Assimilators / Culture Capsules 
What are they? 
-- a type of programmed instruction with research dating back to the 1950’s 
-- intercultural/experiential training tools designed and used to facilitate an individual or 
sojourner’s ability to understand and function in a different cultural context 
-- scenarios that depict intercultural interactions between an individual and a host country 
national that cause cultural misunderstandings between them 
 

How do they work? 
-- after reading the scenario, the reader is asked about the cause of the misunderstanding 
and is given a number of alternatives that include a view from the host culture and others that 
are usually less appropriate 
-- the reader chooses the option believed most suitable and subsequently receives feedback 
following each selection, irrespective of its accuracy 
 

Developing Cultural Assimilators 
-- list up themes (unconfirmed expectations, attitudes, behavior, values, etc) and critical 
incidents within them that are identified as important for individuals to be sensitive to 
-- create realistic cultural scenarios that reflect everyday situations in the target culture, 
incorporating cultural nuances and subtleties 
-- provide the reader with constructive feedback on his/her response to the scenario, 
highlighting areas of cultural proficiency and areas for improvement 
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Link to Powerpoint. Download and view in Presentation Mode. 
 
Negrelli #1 nemawashi.pptx 
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